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Six Shades Of Blue Scarf
Six shades of blue yarn are knit into six horizontal stripes. When the scarf is knotted, the
stripes come out to play, traveling in and out to
show off those varying shades of color.
(As shown, the scarf is knit in DK yarn and displayed on

maddy laine ML177 Simply Blue cardigan.)

MATERIALS
The sample scarf as shown has been knit in DK yarn
using four single shades and two variegated shades
of cotton yarns.
Approximate total yardage required - 220yd/200m
One 3.5mm (US4) circular needle, (24"/60cm length)
One crochet hook size 4mm (USG6)
Row counter
GAUGE
22 sts x 28 rows = 4"/10cm over stocking (stockinette) stitch.
SCARF
Cast on 400 sts to circular needle. Work 5 rows in garter
stitch (Knit every row). Changing yarn color every 5 rows,
work in garter stitch until 30 rows have been completed
from beginning. Bind off all sts.
FINISHING
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From each of the colors of yarn used to knit the scarf, cut
ten 10"/25cm lengths of each color. Using six lengths (one
of each color), fold the lengths in half. Use the crochet hook
to knot 5 tassels along each end of the scarf. Trim the tassels to an even length.
SCARF TYING
Refer to Page 2, for scarf knotting instructions.
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